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Who pays?
Legal entities
• US Resident C-Corporations:
• Protection from personal liability.
• Taxed at entity level with corporate tax.
• Shareholders pay individual income taxes on dividends and capital gains on
the appreciation of shares.
• Main advantage today is ability to raise money on public markets.

• NOT pass through entities:
• Partnerships, LLCs, S-Corps.
• While these entities shield owners from personal liability, they typically do
not pay entity level tax – income passes directly through to owners.
• Cannot be used to raise public investment.

Who pays?
Foreign companies doing business in US
• US-based corporations owned by foreign multinational companies
generally face the same US corporate tax rules on their profits from
US business activities, as do US-owned corporations.
• A foreign company is not required to conduct business in the US
through a United States entity and could instead open a branch office.
• However, a branch office, unlike a corporate subsidiary, is not a separate legal
entity of the parent company for purposes of taxation or liability.
• Most foreign companies doing business in the United States opt to form
American based subsidiaries to limit their tax liabilities and legal exposure.

Who pays?
US companies with foreign income
• TCJA made major changes to how US corporations are taxed on
foreign sourced income.
• Before the TCJA, US resident multinationals owed tax on their
worldwide profits (a “worldwide system”), but tax on their profits
from controlled foreign subsidiaries was deferred until those profits
were “repatriated”, or paid back as dividends, to the US parent
corporation.
• The TCJA created a one time tax on these world deferred profits, and
created a system moving forward where profits earned abroad by US
resident multinationals are now exempt from US taxation (a
“territorial” system).

How do they pay?
• Taxable income is calculated at the federal level.
• Taxable income is equal to a corporation’s receipts less allowable deductions—
including the cost of goods sold, wages and other employee compensation expenses,
interest, nonfederal taxes, depreciation, and advertising.
• Federal corporate tax rate is a flat 21% -- was lowered from a top rate of 35% by the
TCJA.

• Vermont uses federal taxable income with certain adjustments
• Do not allow deductions for bonus depreciation, non-VT bond interest, or federal
operating losses.
• Permit deductions for certain income added at the federal level related foreign
credits and certain job creating credits.
• Vermont rate is basically 8.5%, with minimum taxes based on gross receipts.

How do states identify corporate income to
tax?
• What is the income of the taxpayer?
Unitary combined reporting v. separate reporting

• How is income is apportioned to state?
Apportionment Factors

What is the income?
• Most large multistate corporations are composed of a “parent” corporation
and a number of “subsidiary” corporations owned by the parent.
• Corporations can shift income between related companies in an effort to
reduce their liability. Example:
• A parent establishes a subsidiary in a state that does not tax income from intangible
assets, such as copyrights and patents, and transfers those assets to that company.
• The parent establishes a subsidiary in a different state to conduct the business. That
subsidiary pays the intangible holding company royalties for use of the intangibles,
and writes off the payments as an expense.
• Viewed as separate entities, the parent benefits from the jurisdiction that does not
tax intangibles, and from the jurisdiction that allows the expense.

Unitary Combined Reporting
• Under combined reporting, these related corporations that are part of a
“unitary group” are generally treated as one entity for tax purposes.
• Supporters of combined reporting say that this grouping of corporations eliminates
distortions and tax planning opportunities caused by intercompany transactions,
whether legitimate or otherwise, within the group.
• Opponents say that combined reporting creates other distortions by attributing
income to the wrong jurisdiction, because the calculation simply averages the
income and apportionment of all the businesses that actually have different
economic profitability.

• As of January 1, 2019, 27 states and the District of Columbia, including
Vermont, have adopted some form of unitary combined reporting.

Vermont Unitary Combined Reporting
• A corporation must file a combined return if it is:
• A member of an “affiliated group”
• An affiliated group is a group of two or more corporations in which more than 50 percent
of the voting stock of each member corporation is directly or indirectly owned by a
common owner or owners, either corporate or noncorporate, or by one or more of the
member corporations.
• Includes all corporations except overseas business organization, certain insurance
corporations taxed elsewhere, S Corps, and corporations not taxed under the IRC.

• And is engaged in a “unitary business”
• Unitary business means one or more related business organizations doing business both
within and without the State where there is a unity of ownership, operation and use.
• Specific tests in the regulations designed to determine unity factors.

Apportionment
• Historically, almost all states used an equally weighted, three-factor
formula that uses property, payroll and sales. In the last two decades,
most states have moved towards a double-weighted sales or single
sales factor.
• Vermont uses double weighted sales factor, so a corporation’s
apportionment percentage is the average of:
• VT property/total property
• VT wages/total wages
• VT sales/total sales (x2)

Apportionment Methodologies
• Apportionment formula: property, payroll, sales
• How do we allocate the sales of intangible property (mostly services)? What is
the origin?

• Cost of Performance Sourcing: service revenue is apportioned to where
the income-producing revenue is completed
• Location of the recipient of the services is not a factor
• If the service produces revenue across multiple states, the revenue is
apportioned entirely to the state where the greatest proportion of revenue is
earned.

• Vermont is a Cost of Performance state

Cost of Performance
• Example:
– Company A is based in Maryland and only sells services
– Sells services nationwide, of which a small proportion is into Vermont
– What is this company’s apportionment in Vermont?
• If they have no property or payroll in VT, it would be zero- the service was completed in
Maryland, not Vermont.
– Vermont customers were the recipient

• They would owe no corporate income tax in Vermont

Market-Based Sourcing (MBS)
• Allocates service revenue to the state which the benefit is received
and will be used
• Example (not necessarily based on Maryland’s actual law)
– Company A based in Maryland completes a service in Maryland and sells it to
Vermont customers.
– If VT had MBS, Company A would have income apportioned to Vermont
because the service revenue was derived from the Vermont-based customer
– Company A would have apportionable sales in VT and therefore, pay
Corporate Income Tax.

What do other states do?
• 26 states, including VT use Cost of Performance Sourcing
• 19 states have market based sourcing
– 15 have shifted in the past 6-8 years

• 6 have no corporate income tax

Source: https://www.ftb.ca.gov/law/regs/25136-2/05182018-Income-Producing-ActivityCost-of-Performance.pdf

Why might a state use COP?
• Legacy method- the rules are clear(ish)
• Multistate Tax Commission adopted rules for uniformity in the 1960s

• States with more domestic-based firms producing goods might be
better suited for COP
• States with many domestic service based firms could choose COP to
capture all sales, not just those delivered in their state

Why might a state use MBS?
• Economy is more and more service based
• Corporate tax base could be a more accurate reflection of the firm’s customer base

• States with less service-based companies may want to benefit from the economic
activity from out-of-state firms.
• Avoid the “all-or-nothing” tax situation

• States who are large net importers of services might benefit from MBS
• Cost of Performance may be a tax disadvantage to home state service firms with
significant out of state sales
• Almost all NE states are MBS

Would we generate new revenue by switching
to MBS?
• Totally unclear
• No formal analysis has been performed and doing so would be difficult

• Could go either way
• Some states lost money when switching to MBS

